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Abstract

The incremental systems directed by hypotheses
learn concepts by selecting the candidate hypothesis
in advance in the search space and then testing it with
examples. The selection of the "interesting"
hypotheses is not based on the incoming example as
in example-driven systems but on heuristics. In this
paper we will focus on the monotonic algorithms
that use background knowledge to define a generality
relation between hypotheses. In a common
framework we study and compare the heuristics or
biases used in the hypothesis selection phase and
show how they are closely related to the learning
goals. Finally we will show that the problem of the
evolution of the learning biases may be solved by the
appropriate shift of the hypothesis selection bias.

I. Introduction

Empirical learning systems learn definition of
concepts from positive and negative examples of
these concepts. Incremental learning systems, as
opposed to batch learning systems iteratively process
the incoming examples one by one. They maintain a
set of candidate hypotheses for the target concept that
forms the search space of the learning system or
ltypothesis Space (IIS). tlS then defines the set of
all the hypotheses that are consistent with the
processed examples. During learning, tlS is
updated according to the incoming examples.

A generality relation (0-subsumption or more
complex generality relations that take into account
background knowledge) defines a partial ordering
between hypotheses of itS.. Given such a generality
relationship, itS can be represented in a
comprehensive form, e.g., by its lower and upper
bounds only, denoted LB and UB lMitchell, 82]. LB
and UB are represented by disjunctions of
hypotheses1. In this framework, incremental learning
is viewed as an iterative transformation of the bounds
by applying a generalization or a specialization

IThe set of the current hypotheses may be completed
or implicitely represented by other information such as
the list of non-generalizable / specializable literals or
some classified examples [Hirsh, 921.

operator. Consequently, at each learning step, such
incremental systems only process the bounds and do
not need to process the whole HS in order to
eliminate the hypotheses that may have become
inconsistent with the incoming example.

Incremental systems learning characteristics are
strongly influenced by the example selection and
ordering [Neri, 931. Depending on the system, the
example selection and ordering are controlled by an
external teacher that provides the examples, or by the
system itself. Systems implementing the first option
are called example-driven systems, systems
implementing the latter option are called self-directed.
We define here a sub-class of the self-directed
systems, called hypothesis-driven.

One learning step of a hypothesis-driven system
is composed of two phases, namely selection and
validation. The selection consists in choosing a
possible transformation for the bounds that reduces
HS. A transformation consists in replacing one of
the hypotheses of LB or UB by an other hypothesis
within HS. The selection of this new hypothesis is
totally controlled by a strategy peculiar to the
system. The validation chooses a new example that,
depending on its classification (positive or negative),
confirms or not the candidate transformation.
Hypothesis-driven systems thus behave in a very
different way as example-driven systems since the
hypothesis selection is based on strategies or biases
specific to the system instead of being based on the
incoming examples. The hypothesis selection biases
are the control knowledge that selects the most
interesting transformation among the possible ones
of LB or UB, according to the goals of the system.
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Fig. 1 : Hypothesis-driven system
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Biases have been defined [Mitchell, 80] as
declarative control knowledge that restricts the
hypothesis space and controls the search through the
hypothesis space. [Russell & Grosof, 90] further
ref’mes the notion of bias into restriction-type biases
that definitively eliminate hypotheses from HS and
preference biases that define a preference ordering on
hypotheses of HS. The concept description language
is a typical restriction-type bias that defines the
language (vocabulary and syntax) authorized for
expressing the hypotheses. [Russell & Grosof, 90]
definition is directly applicable to hypothesis
selection biases. They are restriction-type in the
sense that they dynamically reduce HS by
eliminating hypotheses. This pruning is irrevocable
for monotonic algorithms while non monotonic
algorithms may reconsider pruned hypotheses (see
section 3.2.4). The concept description language and
the hypothesis selection bias are thus complementary
ways of restricting HS. The concept description
language statically restricts IlS (i.e., before learning)
while the hypothesis selection bias has a dynamic
effect.

The ability to locally control the search through
hypothesis selection bias is specific to hypothesis-
driven systems. It is through this bias that these
systems can realize their learning goals such as the
performance of the system, the range of the concept
definitions it is able to learn, the convergence speed,
the example coverage, etc. One learning iteration
thus does not only take into account the current
knowledge state as hill-climbing incremental systems
do, but also high level goals through the hypothesis
selection bias. Our purpose here is to elicit these
biases and their relationships with learning goals in
order, first, to be able to characterize and closely
compare systems. This work proposes a common
framework to analyze what are the fundamental
characteristics of existing incremental systems in
term of strategies and goals. Describing systems at
this high level of abstraction allows to highlight the
fundamental differences and common points between
systems that are usually described in different
terminology and from an algorithmic point of view.

Moreover, eliciting the hidden links between
hypothesis selection biases and learning goals is a
prerequisite for shifting these biases as an answer to a
modification of learning goals and therefore a first
step towards auto adaptive systems.

For example, limiting over generalization is a
learning goal common to the systems CLINT and
APT that will illustrate our purpose. This goal is
implemented through a similar hypothesis selection
bias : the selected hypothesis is always one of the
closest ones to the current hypothesis, with respect
to the generality relation and a fixed language bias.

One may imagine that, as the risk of over
generalization decreases, the hypothesis selection bias
should then be shifted so that it leads to perform
larger generalization steps.

Our point is illustrated by some knowledge
intensive hypothesis-driven systems (the generality
relation takes into account the background
knowledge). Their biases and the attached learning
goals will be elicited so that they could be
theoretically shifted. Their behavior will be then
compared to similar other systems. These systems are
version space-based systems [Mitchell, 82], the INBF
algorithm [Smith & Rosenbloom, 90], CLINT
[DeRaedt, 92], MARVIN [Sammut & Banerji, 86],
and APT [Ntdellec, 92b]. We will first describe the
systems in a common framework (section 2).

2. A generic learning cycle for
hypothesis driven systems

Learning for hypothesis driven systems is
triggered by an initial example. It allows to initialize
HS (in fact LB and UB) according to the concept
description language and the background knowledge1.

As defined in section 1, hypothesis-driven systems
learn by attempting to autonomously reduce HS,
either by generalizing a hypothesis of LB or by
specializing a hypothesis of UB until converging.
They thus iteratively choose a current hypothesis
belonging to the bounds of HS and attempt to
transform it into a set of new hypotheses, the result
being a new bound for HS. The definition of the
generalization and specialization operators varies
according to the hypotheses selection peculiar to each
system. This will be detailed in the next section. We
will first present a general algorithm for incremental
and hypothesis driven learning.

The current HS represented by LB and UB is
denoted SCH. SCH is initialized by the initial
example E or some completion of E given the
background knowledge and UB, if explicitly
represented, by its most general generalization given
the background knowledge. The particular hypothesis
the system is considering for transformation at a
given time is denoted CH. The set of hypotheses
defining the learned concept (the result of the
algorithm) is denoted SLC.

lDepending on the algorithms, the initial example
may be completed by background knowledge in order to
form a lower bound of the search space, and/or
maximally generalized to form an upper bound.
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O. SCH = {lnit (E, BIO}, SLC = 

Repeat
Hypothesis selection
1. Choose a borne BI of SCH
Suppress a hypothesis CH from BI

2.Lo (Ctl)= {CHi}

Example generation
3. For each CHi

3.t. Po (CH, Ctti) = Ei, classified
example.

Hypothesis validation and update
the bounds of the search space
3.2. If Ei is consistent with Ctli

then add CHi into SCI!

3.3. else update bound B2 of SCll
so that it becomes consistent with
Ei

4. If Cll cannot be replaced by any of the CIIi
in B2 then add CII to SLC.

until SCll = f3
Return SLC.

of

Fig. 2: Generic algorithm

The selection phase defined in the introduction is
represented by the Learning operator denoted Lo. It
takes a current hypothesis Clt belonging to one of
the bounds of IIS as input and returns the set of the
new hypotheses {Clt i} that are candidate for
replacing CH in the updated bound of HS. Lo may
be instanciated by a generalization or a specialization
operator depending on the systems. The way Lo
selects {Clli} is directly controlled by the hypothesis
selection bias.

Steps 3 and 4 of the algorithm represent the
validation phase of one of the new hypotheses
of{Clii}. An example production operator Po is
defined that returns a classified exampleI that allows
to validate Clli. Interactive systems (like MARVIN,
CLINT and APT) generate this example and ask an
oracle to classify it ; other systems may perform
experiments by themselves or select examples in a
base of pre-classified examples (like INBF
algorithm).

lSome algorithms need more than one example to
perform a learning step.

The operators Lo and Po in hypothesis driven
systems respect the "subset principle". It has been
defined by [Berwick, 86] for the generalization
operator ; CHi is built by Lo so that CH c CHi.
and Ei is provided by Po so that CHi is the most
specific hypothesis that covers Ei . We
symmetrically define the subset principle for
specialization operators ; CHi c CH and CHi is the
most general hypothesis that does not cover Ei .
This principle is naturally respected by hypothesis
driven systems : the hypotheses are embedded so that
the size of the search space decreases. Moreover as
these systems have the capability to select the
examples by themselves, they always prefer to select
the example that is as close as possible to the
hypothesis that they want to validate.

H ....................................i CH

Generalization Specialization

Fig. 3 : The subset principle

Let us detail the step 3.3 where the example does
not confirm the selected hypothesis. If the example
provided by Po is consistent with the proposed
transformation of the bound B1 of HS (that is, Ei is
positive for CHi more general than a given CH
belonging to LB or Ei is negative for CHi more
general than a given CH belonging to UB), the
replacement of CH by CIti in B1 is confirmed.
Otherwise, the converse bound noted B2 has to be
updated given the new example (the transformation of
the converse bound is thus example driven), that is,
UB has to be specialized in order not to cover the new
negative example Ei or LB has to be generalized so
as to cover the new positive example Ei ¯

If, for a given CIt, none of the Clti is consistent
(step 4), this shows a partial convergence of LB and
UB on this hypothesis Ctt, which is then added to
SCH.

The behavior of the general algorithm defined
above for hypothesis driven systems is monotonic, as
it always tries to confirm/disconfirm hypotheses that
still belong to the current HS. However some
hypothesis driven systems are able to further
reconsider hypotheses that have been eliminated from
HS by the monotonic algorithm. According to the
properties of this algorithm, the revision cannot be
triggered by the algorithm itself because it always



attempts to reduce the search space. The revision
must be triggered by an external source that brings
then in question the decisions taken by the initial
algorithm (section 3.2.3 & 3.2.4). Both types 
reasoning (monotonic and non-monotonic) may 
interleaved.

3. Instanciations of the generic
learning algorithm

We have selected five systems as an illustration
of the above algorithm. They allow to clearly
illustrate how global learning strategies are
implemented by hypothesis selection bias and that
the shift of biases is an explicit way to control the
change of learning goals.

3.1 Two CE-like algorithms

Tile two first algorithms, Dichotomy VS and
INBF, are adaptations of the Candidate Elimination
algorithm [Mitchell, 19821. The two bounds of ttS
are explicitly represented and iteratively transformed
according to the generic algorithm (figure 2). 
generalization operator generalizes LB while a
specialization operator specializes UB until
convergence to the target concept definition. Major
problems emphasized about CE algorithm concern
the size of UB [Hirsh, 921, [Smith & Rosenbloom,
901 and of the number of examples needed for the
bounds to converge on a unique conjunctive
expression [Mitchell, 82], [Haussler, 881. The
classical problem of matching choice that makes LB
grow exponentially is not considered here.

3.1,1 About INBF algorithm and the
size of UB ISmith & Rosenbloom, 901

The INBF algorithm belongs to the CE-like
algorithms that tackle the problem of UB size. In CE
algorithms, LIB grows exponentially as a function of
the number of attributes of the initial example
because of the "specialization choice". Whenever UB
covers a negative example, the specialization of any
specializable literal in UB is sufficient to exclude the
example from the scope of UB. The problem is to
decide which literal of UB has to be specialized. The
original CE represents UB in a disjunctive form
where each disjunct represents one of the
specialization choice. The main learning goal of the
INBF algorithm consists in keeping UB in a
conjunctive form. The hypothesis selection bias for
the specialization operator implements this goal.

As opposed to most incremental systems, INBF
has different hypothesis selection biases for
generalization and specialization because it assumes
that the classification of the example is known by
the system in advance, in fact it selects the examples
in a base. The hypothesis selection bias of the

specialization operator consists in specializing one
attribute of UB so that it becomes equal to the
corresponding attribute in LB. Let us call Ai this
attribute of LB. In order to validate the new UB
hypothesis, INBF needs a negative example that is
covered by the current LB except for one of its
attribute ai such that the least general generalization
of ai and of the corresponding attribute Ai in LB is
the direct ancestor of Ai (figure 4). Such negative
examples are said "near misses". If such an example
exists for one of the possible specialization of UB,
the specialized UB is validated, otherwise INBF
generalizes LB with a positive example. INBF has
no specific learning goal nor selection bias
concerning generalization. It acts as an example-
driven system for generalization by processing the
examples in a random order.

Fig. 4: A Specialization Step

3.1.2. Dichotomy VS (Mitchell, 82)

One other possible requirement concerning the
performance of a CE algorithm is to process as few
examples as possible. This requirement is justified
by the fact that the example production and
classification may be costly because performed by an
oracle or by experimentation. The most efficient way
to satisfy this requirement is to learn by dichotomy,
i.e., considering successive hypotheses that split HS
into two equal parts. Therefore, the number of the
hypotheses considered and the number of the
examples processed is a logarithmic function of the
number of attributes in the bounds, that is in the
initial example.

The hypothesis selection bias consists in
selecting the hypothesis where each attribute is half-
distance between the corresponding attributes in LB
and UB, according to the background knowledge
(figure 5).

Both algorithms described above rely on the
assumption that the available examples allow the
convergence of UB and LB to a single conjunctive
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definition of the target concept and that the learning
biases including the concept description language are
correct so that no revision is ever needed. The
systems APT, CLINT and MARVIN mainly differ
on this point.

Fig. 5: Dichotomy Candidate Elimination

3.2 Non monotonic reasoning systems

The three following systems explicitly represent
LB only and not UB. They attempt to reduce HS by
repeatedly applying to LB a generalization operator,
therefore following a bottom up strategy. UB is
implicitly represented by the list of the attributes of
LB that are not generalizable anymore. Let us
investigate the learning goal for each of these
systems.

As opposed to the algorithms described in section
3.1, MARVIN, APT and CLINT assume that the
background knowledge may be incomplete and that
the examples may be inconsistent with the learned
hypotheses. Therefore, when generalizing, their
common goal consists in learning concept
definitions that are not over-generalized (they do not
cover negative examples). Whenever they fail to
reach this goal by applying an instance of the
generic algorithm proposed in figure 2, they use
revision methods that reconsider and possibly refine
hypotheses that have been previously eliminated
from IlS. Notice that they do not revise the learned
concept whenever it is over specialized.

For each of these three systems, we will first
precise the learning goals and the associated
hypothesis selection biases and next show how the
basic learning algorithms prepare the revision phase
before briefly describing their revision methods.

3.2.1. MARVIN

More than avoiding over generalization,
MARVIN’s aim is to learn new concept definitions
based on previously learned concepts. Previously
learned concepts represent the memory of the system.

As human people do, MARVIN incrementally builds
its model of the domain [Sammut & Banerji, 86].
MARVIN’s representation language for background
knowledge is Datalog (Hom clauses without negation
nor function symbols other than constants). The
Horn clauses representing the concepts definitions are
used to generalize the initial example by partially
transforming it, as done in Inverse Resolution
[Mu~leton & Buntiner 87].

CH = L1 ..... LI,... , Li+k, Li+k+1 ..... Ln

Apply the rewrite rule R : Hi’ +- Li ..... Li+k to CH
yielding

Lo (R, CH) = Clli = Ll ..... Li_1 , Hi’, Li+k+l ..... Ln
Fig. 6 : Generalization in MARVIN.

Its hypothesis selection bias is thus to select as
candidate generalization for a given CH one CHi that
can be induced from CIt by applying a single clause
R from the background knowledge as a rewrite rule
on Cll (see figure 6) : the body of R in CH is then
replaced by the head of R in CHi. This way,
MARVIN satisfies its twofold aim : following a
psychological model of incremental human learning
and cautiously generalizing.

3.2.2. APT

APT also cautiously generalizes by performing
the smallest generalization steps. In fact its
hypothesis selection bias is instanciated differently
from MARVIN’s because its knowledge
representation is more restrictive. The background
knowledge and the concepts to be learned are
represented by a semantic network and the subset of
the background knowledge that defines the generality
relation between concepts is described by tree-
structured features. Therefore, a small generalization
step consists in building a new hypothesis CHi by
replacing one attribute in the current hypothesis CH
by its direct ancestor in the corresponding hierarchy
of the background knowledge. The generalization
starts from an initial example which is firstly
completed by explanations extracted from the
background knowledge [Ntddlec, 92a].

CH :V x, pet (x) ¢- canary (x) ^ live-in (x, 
cage (z).

Background knowledge :V x, bird (x) ~-- canary (x)

CI!i :V x, pet (x) ~ bird (x)^ live-in (x, 
cage (z).

Fig. 7: Example of a generalization step in APT

3.2.3. CLINT
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CLINT’s concept representation language is the
same as MARVIN’s one. As APT, CLINT
initializes LB to a starting clause [DeRaedt, 921 built
from an initial example and the background
knowledge. It completes the initial example by
iteratively adding all the literais belonging to B K
such that the starting clause covers E given BK.
Depending of the syntax of the concept description
language CLINT may build several starting clauses.
It then tries to learn from each of them.

CLINT’s main goal is completeness, that is to be
able to reach any hypothesis represented by a Horn
clause which covers the initial example using the
vocabulary of BK. All these hypotheses form
CLINT’s llS. As the initial LB is equivalent to the
conjunction of all these hypotheses, CLINT has the
possibility to use a simple hypothesis selection bias
consisting in dropping literals one by one. It is so
able to reach any of the hypotheses of itS.
, Select Li one of the most specific literals of

Ci! = L1 ..... Li .....Ln

¯ Drop Li from CII, yielding
Lo (CH) = i = L1... .. Li.1 Li+1 ..... Ln

Fig. 8: CUNT’s Generalization operator
CLINT builds a new hypothesis CHi by

dropping one of the most specific literals from the
current hypothesis Cll.

3.2.4 Revision

In MARVIN and CLINT, the revision of the
learned concept is triggered by a negative example
unduly covered given the background knowledge.
This negative example is provided by an external
source to the learning system. In APT the
refinement step is decided by the user who is asked
for evaluating the learned concept. Classically, the
revision of the learned concept is split into two
phases : the localization of the culprit clause and the
refinement itself.

MARVIN, CLINT and APT use an hypothesis
selection bias when generalizing that consists in
performing small generalization steps according to
the initial IlS. So, during a generalization phase,
they successively consider all the hypotheses of HS
as candidate definitions for the target concept. This
strategy offers two important advantages with respect
to their learning goals. On the one hand, it ensures
that the systems find the target concept definition if
it belongs to the initial itS. On the other hand,
whenever this strategy fails (i.e., when the target
concept definition does not belong to HS), they
may learn an over generalized definition of the target
concept, but their hypothesis selection bias may
strongly help the revision methods to approach as
much as possible the right definition. In fact, they

can identify the most general hypotheses that are not
over generalized.

¯ Localization of the problem in the background
knowledge

The classical technique introduced in the Machine
Learning community by [Shapiro, 83] is to build the
proof tree of the negative example and to query the
user about the truth value of each (or some,
depending on the strategy used) node of the proof
tree, looking for a false node such that all of its
descendants are true, thus localizing the culprit
clause. Another technique used by the APT system
is to reconsider one by one the hypotheses
previously validated while generalizing. While
backtracking, the system submits each intermediate
hypothesis to an oracle that judges the hypotheses as
over generalized or not, until finding the limit
between over general and over specific hypotheses
and then approaching the target concept definition as
much as possible.

¯Refining
CLINT, as MIS does, drops the culprit clause

identified by the backtracking algorithm. The result
is that the definition of the target concept become
over specialized : CLINT separately processes the
positive examples that are not covered anymore, they
are handled as initial examples of the same concept.
CLINT thus does not use the fact that it performs
small generalization step to guide the revision
process.

MARVIN and APT attempt to learn the target
concept definition by refining the lower limit of the
over generalized hypotheses of HS expressed by a
disjunction of hypotheses. Let us call it the MSOG
hypotheses for Most Specific Over Generalized.

In MARVIN, the user has to rewrite the MSOG
hypothesis by her/himself so that it does not cover
anymore the negative example. On the contrary,
APT automatizes the refinement of the MSOG
hypothesis as much as possible.

In fact the only way to create new hypotheses
that do not belong to HS is to shift the concept
description language [Utgoff, 86]. This restrictive
type bias defines the vocabulary and the syntax of
the concept language. The vocabulary allowed to
express the hypotheses is a subset of predicates used
in the background knowledge. It is usually defined as
the set of the ancestors in the background knowledge
of the literals describing the initial example1. The
syntax of the language restricts the form of the
hypotheses (for instance conjunctive formulas) that

lNew features may have been added before learning
to the initial example by the completion phase. This
completion phase then determines the vocabulary
allowed for ItS.
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may be weakened so that, for instance, disjunctive
formula~ are allowed.

APT has the capability to automatically extend
the vocabulary of the background knowledge by
adding new terms by an operation similar to
intraconstruction [Ntdellec, 92b1 that is controlled
by the user. The new terms are then used to
specialize the MSOG hypothesis. APT proposes
revision tools in order to guide the user. They
comprise Knowledge Acquisition techniques based
on the study, the comparison and the opposition of
inconsistent examples that are semantically close but
differently classified (as with repertory grids). This
example sets are obtained when generalizing thanks
to the hypothesis selection bias that split the
example space up into small sets [N6dellec, 92b].

The hypothesis selection bias that control the
generalization in these systems has then two effects
that realized the systems learning goals. On one
hand, it directly limits the risk of over generalization
and on the other hand it helps the systems in
locating precisely the limit of the over generalized
hypotheses in HS whenever the generalization fails
in defining the target concept. They can then
approach the right definition as close as possible.
Moreover, it allows APT to create a more precise
definition of the target concept and to revise the
background knowledge.

4. Shifting biases and learning goals

Systems Learning Goal Hypothesis selection bias
Dichotomy VS Optimize the learning speed in term Split the search space into two equal parts

of the number of examples
Save memory Maximize the specialization of UB

INBF alg. (Keep UB in coniunctive form)
Follow a psychological model of Apply a single rule from the background

MARVIN learning knowledge
Detect over generalization
Recover from over generalization Apply a single rule from background K.

APT Revise the backl]round knowledge
Completeness Drop a single literal from the current

CLINT hypothesis
Figure 9 : overview of learning golas and biases

The table above gives an overview of the learning
goals of the selected systems and the related
hypothesis selection bias. In the previous section, we
have demonstrated for each of them that their
hypothesis selection bias allows to reach their
learning goal and we have described the monotonic
learning algorithms used by these systems as
instanciations of the generic algorithm defined by
figure 2. This section goes thoroughly into the
comparison between systems. In particular, we will
show that systems which seem to be different have in
fact a similar behavior when biases are correctly
declared and that a given system may be transformed
into another if the biases are correctly shifted. An
example where APT’s hypothesis selection bias is
properly shifted shows that it may adopt the same
learning goal as Dichotomy VS despite shallow
differences. The same property is demonstrated with
CLINT and MARVIN. Finally, the complementarity
of the two restrictive-type biases (hypothesis
selection bias and concept description language) is
exploited to prove the equivalence between
MARVIN’s and APT’s behavior with a fixed
language.

4.1 Dichotomy VS and APT

APT’s main learning goal is recovery from over
generalization due to incorrectness and
incompleteness of the background knowledge. They
must increase according to the refinement resulting
from the revision phase (section 3.2.4). Dichotomy
VS aims at reducing the number of examples needed
for convergence. One can imagine that APT’s
learning goal should evolve as the quality of the
background knowledge improves : in that case, it
should rather tend to optimize the number of the
examples processed, as Dichotomy VS. In fact,
APT’s learning goal evolution requires to modify the
only hypothesis selection bias.

Dichotomy VS requires the representation of the
two bounds of HS by attributes comparable with a
generality relation so that a distance can be computed
between the two bounds. These properties are verified
by APT. In order to optimize the implementation of
the algorithm, APT does not explicitly represent UB.
According to its algorithm, the attributes of UB can
not be different from either the corresponding
attributes in LB or the most general generalizations
given the background knowledge (figure 10). UB is
then represented by the only list of attributes in LB
that are not generalizable. It could be explicitly



represented without modifying the properties of the
algorithm as required by Dichotomy VS.

Moreover, the representation of the background
knowledge as a semantic network authorizes to
compute a distance between the concepts of UB and
LB that are hierarchically related. Shifting APT’s
hypothesis selection bias so that it would be similar
to Dichotomy VS is then a simple operation that
does not required any other changes. Notice that it
would modify the concept representation language
that would become conjunctive as a consequence.

-T O4

-- Upper limit of
the initial HSt~ (HS)

LB (HS)

Fig. 10 : Representation of UB by APT.

4.2 CLINT and MARVIN

CLINT’s and MARVIN’s learning goals are
different (section 3.2.1 and 3.2.3) since CLINT aims
at completeness while MARVIN follows a
psychological model that defines concept learning as
an incremental acquisition of new concepts from
previously acquired concepts. In fact, the
corresponding hypothesis selection biases are not so
different. MARVIN rewrites the current hypothesis
Cll by using an Horn clause from the background
knowledge as a rewrite rule. It replaces one or several
literals in Clt, depending on the body of the applied
rule. Thus MARVIN is strongly guided by the
inference rules described in the background
knowledge. It builds its search space as it finds
applicable rules. At the opposite, CLINT first
constructs a starting clause that is equivalent to the
conjunction of all the hypotheses of the initial ttS.
IIS is the set of all the conjunctive hypotheses that
cover the initial example using the concepts defined
in the background knowledge. HS is then defined
before learning. CLINT traverses HS by dropping
literals from the starting clause. In fact, the two
algorithms are worthy to be compared.

Let us first see an example where the background
knowledge is represented by completely bound Horn
clauses with only one premise. Under this restriction,

MARVIN and CLINT build the same hypothesis
space1.

¯ The background knowledge is:
(1)V x, parallelepiped(x) ~ block(x).
(2)V x, parallelepiped(x) ~-- cube(x).
(3)V x, volume(x) ~-- parallelepiped(x).
(4)V x, volume(x) ~-- pyramid(x).

¯ The initial example E of the concept C is:
C(x,y) ~ block(x)^ pyramid(y)
supports(x, y).

A

¯ Given the background knowledge, the hypotheses
belonging to MARVIN’s initial HS are:

HII: E
H21 : C (x,y) t--- parallelepiped(x) A pyramid(y)

A supports(x, y).
HI2 : C (x,y) +- block(x) A volume(y) 

supports(x, y).
H22 : C (x,y) +-- parallelepiped(x) ^ volume(y) 

supports(x, y).
H32 : C(x,y) <--- volume(x) A volume(y) 

supports(x, y).

The initial LB of MARVIN is equal to H11"

The initial LB of CLINT is the following starting
clause which is equivalent to the conjunction of all
the hypotheses of MARVIN’s initial HS.

CH 11: C (x,y) ~-- block(x) A parallelepiped(x)A
volume(x)^ pyramid(y) A volume(y).

¯ MARVIN generalizes the most specific literals
from H11, block(x) or pyramid(y), by rewriting
them with the clauses (1) then (4) (steps 1 
may be inverted). At the first step LB is equal to
(Hll v H21), then (H21 v H12), and H22 at 
third step. H22 is finally rewritten into H32 by
rewriting parallelepiped (x) into volume (x).

¯ The corresponding generalization steps of CLINT
are first dropping the most specific literals from LB,
block(x) or pyramid(y). After the first step, LB is
equal to :

CHll v CH21: C(x,y) ~-- parallelepiped(x) 
volume(x) A pyramid(y) A volume(y).
It is equivalent to MARVIN’s LB at this step ̄  (Hl 1
v H21). Next step, CLINT drops pyramid(y) and LB
becomes equivalent to (H21 v H12), as with
MARVIN. Then CLINT drops both literals and
obtains (CH22 ~ parallelepiped(x)A volume(x) 

1The representation of BK is equivalent to a tree-
structured feature representation.
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volume(y).) that is equivalent to H22. CLINT finally
obtains (CH32 ~- volume(x) ̂ volume(y).) that 
equal to H32. Compared to MARVIN, CLINT can
build two more general hypotheses by dropping
volume(x) ct volume(y).
With respect to the restrictive representation
language, CLINT and MARVIN consider strictly
equivalent hypotheses, although their generalization
operators are different. They only differ at the upper
limit of HS because CLINT builds more general
hypotheses by dropping the remaining literals that
are at the top of the hierarchies in the background
knowledge.
It is easy to see that in Datalog, where the language
is not restricted to one premise clauses, CLINT
drops one by one the literals that MARVIN rewrites
in one operation, thus exploring more intermediate
hypotheses (see figure 11).

Background knowledge :V x, canary (x) ~ bird (x) 
color-of (x, y) ̂  yellow (y).

In MARVIN :

MCll : V x, pet (x) *-- bird (x) A color-of (X, 
yellow (y) ̂  live-in (x, z) ^ cage 

MClli : V x, pet (x) t--- canary (x) A live-in (X, 
cage (Z).

In CLINT :

CIi : V x, pet (x) ~-- canary (x) A bird (x) A color-of 
y) A yellow (y) ^ live-in (x, z) A cage 

CII : ’v’ x, pet (x) ~ canary (x) ^ bird (x) color-of
(x, y) ̂  live-in (x, z) ̂  cage 

Cll : X/ x, pet (x) ~ canary (x) ^ bird (x) ^ live-in
(x, z) ̂  cage (z).

Cli : V x, pet (x) ~-- canary (x) ̂  live-in (x, cage
(z). that is equivalent to MCHi

Fig. 11 : Comparison of MARVIN’ and CLINT’s
hypothesis selection bias

This example shows that both systems may have
similar hypothesis selection biases (MARVIN and
CLINT perform the smallest generalization steps
according to their definition of HS) despite their
learning goals are quite different.

4.3 APT and MARVIN

APT’s hypothesis selection bias consists in
replacing one attribute of the current hypothesis by
its direct ancestor in the background knowledge

hierarchy. In fact, the representation by a semantic
network is equivalent to a system of clauses where
the hierarchies are represented by Horn clause with
only one literal in the body. For example, Canary is-
a Bird, Bird is-a Animal is equivalent to V x, bird
(x) ~ canary (x), k/x, animal (x) ~ bird (x). 
APT’s hypothesis selection bias can be interpreted as
MARVIN’s one : it also uses clauses as rewrite rules
that are used one by one. APT is then guided by the
background knowledge as MARVIN although it is
not its is not explicitly stated as one of its learning
goals. However, APT’s concept description language
is a subset of MARVIN’s since APT cannot handle
when generalizing clauses with more than one literal
in their body. Consequently, by shifting APT’s
language bias, and keeping its hypothesis selection
bias unchanged, one would obtain an algorithm very
simi ’lar to MARVIN’s.

This example illustrates the complementarity of
the two restrictive-biases (language and hypothesis
selection bias). The shift of these two biases allows
to conceive a large range of algorithms at an
interesting level of abstraction where the
implementation choices are hidden and the learning
goals clearly elicited as a result of the selection of
specific biases.

5. Conclusion

We have studied in this paper a class of
incremental systems that have the ability to
autonomously search and reduce their space of
candidate hypotheses for a given concept, named
hypothesis driven systems. For that, they require
some specific control knowledge, called hypothesis
selection biases, that define criteria for interesting
reductions of the search space.

We have presented a generic algorithm to describe
iterative transformations of the search space in such
systems that makes explicit this hypothesis
selection biases. This algorithm allows the
description of the common structure of apparently
different systems. This allowed to put to light
common biases, that directly translate high level
goals of the systems which are usually hidden in the
specific description of systems.

We have characterized the biases of these systems
and studied their mutual influence. In particular, this
allowed us to make the distinction between biases
imposed by the representation language and the
learning goal and other biases that are intentionally
chosen, for selecting hypotheses. We have focused
on the latter, because we feel it is important to
consider them as parameters for a given system that
may be shifted depending on the desired type of
performance. We assume that this cannot be done
without making them explicit. As these parameters
may influence each other, knowing about the
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consequences of modifying a given parameter allows
a better control of the resulting shift on other
parameters. On the one hand, this kind of work is a
prerequisite for applying machine learning to real
tasks, because it is a necessary step to characterize
which kind of algorithms is adapted to a given task.
On the other hand, this has direct applications for
multi strategy systems that needs such description of
their learning algorithms at the knowledge level. The
other perspective of this work is related to
Knowledge Acquisition and concerns the
management of the dialogue Expert / Machine
Learning Interactive system.
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